Curriculum Library Classification and Abbreviation

The curriculum materials are arranged in the following order according to the types of materials and/or by subject headings followed by name of publisher and date. The abbreviation will be used for the call # in spine labels and online catalog.

Curriculum Library (CurLib) -- at the beginning of each call number

Test - subdivide by subject or types of test

The following is a list of subject and types of materials:

Reference (Ref) – do not circulate
General – file first before any subject areas
Art
Career Education (CareerEd)
Early Children (EarlyCh) – use if no specific subject
Foreign Language (ForLang)
  General
  French
  German
  Latin
  Spanish
Health
  General
  Nutrition (Nutrit)
Language Arts (LangArts)
  General
  Composition (Comp)
  Comprehension (Compre)
  Dictionary Skill (Dict)
  Drama
  English as a Second Language (ESL)
  Grammar (Gram)
  Linguistics (Ling)
  Literature (Lit)
  Penmanship (Pen)
  Phonics
  Poetry (poet)
  Readers (Read) – for early age
  Speech
  Spellers (Spell)
  Vocabulary (Vocab)
Mathematics (Math)
  General
  Algebra
  Arithmetic (Arith)
  Calculus
  Computer or Computing (Compute)
  Cuisenaire (Cuisena)
  Geometry (Geome)
  Measure
  Metrics (Metr)
  Money -- for consumer topics also
  Statistics (Stat)
  Time
  Trigonometry (Trigo)

Music
  1. General music books shelved by publishers
  2. BandSets & OrchSets course books shelved by publisher, date and then instruments
  3. Individual instruments lesson books shelved by instruments then by publishers

Physical Education (PhyEd)

Religion
  General
  Bible
Science
  General
  Astronomy (Astro)
  Biology (Bio)
  Botany – for agriculture, gardening too.
  Chemistry (Chem)
  Ecology (Ecol) – use for earth science
  Physical Science (PhysSci)
  Physics
Sex Education (SexEd)

Social Studies (SocSt)
  General
  Civics
  Economics (Eco)
  Ethnic Studies (EthnicSt)
  Geography (Geog)
  History (Hist)
    US
    World
  Country – by name
  Psychology (Psy)
  Values

Special Needs (SpecNeed)